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COVER STORY

Once upon a time a brand new
gaol was built. The bright
candle of outside life could
be seen clearly through the
biand new gate. In a few years
dirt started to pile up in the
corners and the walls began to
crack. '.' \ ''y s o o n weeds
started to grow in the dirt and
cracks. After a while the
weeds got so thick the inmates
could hardly see the bright
candle of outside life and :: t
was almost impossilbe to strug
gle •through the weed-^ to get
outside. Sometimes it looked
easier to climb up the vines
and climb over the wall than
to struggle through the gate.

COLOR T.V.'s?

Have you given up hope on
ever getting color T.V.s? Well
don't. There is yet another
interesting possibility that
our dreams may come true or
Santa may come through. The
Committee is planning on trad
ing the Black & Whites in for
color T.V.'s. The difference
will be paid out of the Inmate
7/elfare fund.

MEMO FROM THE LIBRARY

The library will be open to
inmates on Thursdays until
6:00 P.M. Later this year the
library is planning on staying
open for two full evenings a
week but as yet, a tentative
schedule has not been set.

ONG RANGE WEATHER FORECAST:

SUN, SUN, AND MORE SUN!!!!i!

A TEW WORDS

Every morning I run down
stairs to my "OFF THE WALL"
correspondence box in the dome
to see if anybody has written
something for the newspaper.
With new hope, I pick the box
up, shake it, turn it up-side-
down, shake it once more and
drop it back on the shelf.

empty again
..... perhaps tomorrow ...

One of the functions of this
newspaper is to provide an out
let for a natural desire to ex
press ourselves creatively.
This means not just me, but
everybody in the institution.
I know all of us have something
to say; we all have a story to
tell or a poem to write or a
good joke nobody's heard. Ev
ery one of us has an interest
ing point of view on at least
one subject. Put it down on
paper 1!!

One of the first things we
learn to do as children is to

elfacommunicate. It's as
entary as eating. If you
don't eat, you starve physic
ally; if you don't communicate
you starve mentally. If this
doesn't provide enough incen
tive for you to take pen in
hand, then perhaps a little
reminder will light a few
sparks. Each month a $3-00
canteen order is awarded to
the author of the best fiction
ar' icle and synonymously a
$1.00 canteen order is awarded
to the author of the best poem.
In these days of rising infla
tion where coke costs 190 (can
you believe it) a can, I am
sure there is not one among- us
who could not use an extra
canteen order.
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EDITORIAL

A number of different rumors have been circulating about
the new proposals on the parole system to go before the House
of Commons this session. I have yet to come across two peo
ple with the same version of these proposals so I have taken
it upon myself to do s -e research on this subject.

The Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs
was appointed on October 19, 1971. The goal of the Senate
Committee was not to try to propose a completely new parole
system but rather to redefind 'parole' as a basic consistent
component of the criminal justice system. In the Committee's
book, 'Parole In Canada', they stated, 'Parole must be afair
and consistent measure of public protection so that it will
be respected and supported by the public and the offender."

At the present time, there are many discrepancies in the
parole system. We all know of the farce called statutory and
earned remission where an inmate who earns statutory and earn
ed remission earns the right to serve the remaining third of
his sentence on mandatory parole. To cover all the discrep-_
ancies in the system would require more time and space than is
available here.

Over the last three years seventy-five witnesses testi
fied in twenty-six public hearings and 116 briefs were submit
ted to the Senate Committee by lawyers, penologists, members
of the parole board, inmates, ex-inmates and other related
personnel- This information was condensed into the seventy-
eight proposals to go before the House of Commons this session.

What the Committee tried to do was to create a system
under which every inmate in the country would have equal oppor
tunity to apply for parole, Under the proposed system, no dis
tinction would be made between provincial and federal prisoners.

Basically^ the Committee decided legislation should set
standards with respected to:

• Independence of parole tribunals;

• Powers of parole tribunals;

• Criteria for gran; ing discretionary, a::.d temporary
paroles;

• Automatic collection of reports and case examinations;

. Eligibility requirements for Iscretionary, temporary
or minimum parole;

• Right to apply for parole;

• Rules governing parole application hearings;

cont'd o. o.
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cont :d.... -,..

• Rules governing suspension, revocation and forfeiture
of parole;

• International and interprovincial exchange of parole
supervision;

• Uniform data collection.

Most of the seventy-eight proposals do not constitute a
major change in the present parole system, although there are
a few proposed changes that may effect all of us. Most of
the proposals are merely new definitions of old systems. Max
imum parole would be called discretionary parole (parole giv
en during the middle third of sentence) and mandatory parole
would be called minimum parole (parole given during the last
third of sentence). Under this system, as under the mandatory
parole system, every inmate would be entitled to a minimum
parole and also (God forbid) to refuse a minimum parole. Also
any inmate would be entitled to a minimum parole upon applica
tion at any time after refusing a minimum parole.

Another proposal is to abolish statutory and earned re
mission. This proposal appears to be about four years behind
the times as, in actual fact, no inmate has earned statutory
or earned remission since mandatory parole came into effect
in 1970.

Another proposal that will probably affect the majority
of us is as follows:

67. Time sue essfuliy served on parole should be
credited toward completion of sentence.

This topic was rated second only to the controversy of statu
tory and earned remission versus mandatory supervision in
number of complaints received from the various information
sources,

Two more proposals:

37. Parole legislation governing discretionary parole
application hearings should include provision:

a) for written notice of hearing,
b) for disclosure of revelent- information,
c) for the right to be heard,
d) that reasons be given for decision.

********

63. Parole legislation governing revocation hearings
should include provision:

a) for written notice of hearing,
b) for disclosure of revelent information,
c) for the right to be heard,
d) that reasons be given for decision.

cont'd
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cont'd.

These proposals are a partial step in the right direction.
To the author's knowledge, there are a few cases where the par
ole board may have over-used their right to make their own rules,
Part (d) of these proposals states, 'that reasons be given for
decision'. The Committee elaborates on these proposals by stat
ing that the parole board should substantiate their reasons for
denial or revocation of parole, itfhat the Committee has failed
to do is provide for an appeal of the parole board's reasons
for denial, revocation or suspension of parole.

Another proposal:

59, Parole legislation regarding suspension of parole
should provide that suspension be justified only:

a' when the parolee has breached any of the terms
or conditions of parole, or is about to commit
an offense, or ...c

b) for the protection of society.

This .proposal could be c. little more specific. Generalizations
are usually made to leave the back door open for a quick exit
in case of emergency.

Another proposal (60) deals with pro edures for suspen
sion and revocation of parole. Under this system, a parolee
must appear before a p role authority within 14 days of sus
pension' to sot a dele for a revocation hearing to be held no
more than 30 days after appearing before a parole authority.
Within 15 days afte • the revocation hearing, the board must
inform the parolee Of their decision. Any variation from
these procedur ulfc in the warrant of commital becom
ing null and void and \ arole would be immediately reinstated.

One question re1 red and I will ask it now.
' these oro; re accepted a:;d proper amendments are

made, will you ana I be affected? These proposals could
affect only the d after they become law or they could
affect, all cod after mandatory parole came into
effect or these pr ectirs laws could be made retroactive to
include' everyone serving a sentence either in an- institution
or out on parole •>

If the Sen ttoe follows its attitude of attempt
ing to redefine 'parole' in a consistent manner, then it
would seem they would be obligated to propose that any amend
ments made as a result of these proposals, be made completely
retroactive: If this were not the case, we would then have'
three different parol es systems in Canada instead of the two
we already have. Good or bad? I don't know.

MARTY FORD

*********************
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'Mouse' Burman, George Riramer and
Cec Corigell draw for door prize.

HOLIDAY REVIiSv/

On Friday, December 20, 1974,
inmates were entertained with a
Christmas Concert.put on by the
various amateur talents within
the institution. The concert
consisted of assorted musical
and acting talents, .'.o actual
count was taKen in the auditor
ium but it was estimated that
over 95$ of the population at
tended what was considered to
be the best over-all concert
ever to be put on oy inmates
of Sask Penny.

The inmate concert was actually the first full dress rehear
sal and as was to be expected, a few wrinkles were still as yet
to be ironed out. The limited amount of time allowed for rehear
sal was due to the difficulty of obtaining some parts for the new
public address system.

On Sunday, December 22, 1974, the Christmas Concert was put on
for the entertainment of staff and other persons related to the in
stitution. Cec Corigell w,-. s in as Waster of Cerimonies and did an
excellent job of keeping the audience entertained between sets.

A few people said the con
cert was much more entertain
ing than most professional con
certs they had seen in the past
and Mrs. Fournier was quoted as
saying, 'This was the best con
cert the inmates have ever put
on and believe you me, I've been
coming in to see these concerts
for a long time.'

A special note of appreciation
can be given to Tommy Shand, con
cert coordinator, and also to
George Thrasher who designed
most of the backdrops. These
two along with the other inmates
contributing to the sum total
can be commended for two excep
tionally entertaining evenings.

The band 'Us',
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W PROGRAM PUZZLE

(Submitted by Larry Smith)
This puzzle contains seventy-eight words. To do the puzzle

you must find the word that goes into the proper box and at the
same time use the right word. (Answers on page 25).
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PROPOSALS BY THE CORRECTIONAL INVESTIGATOR

editor's note: These recommendations were made to the Attorney
neral in Inger Hansen's 'ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CORRECTIONAL

INVESTIGATOR 1973-1974'. This book is available in the library
for anyone interested in pursuing this subject.

•commendation (l)

rhat the relevant acts be amended to permit all persons under sen
tence equal opportunity to earn remission regardless of place of
incarceration.

commendation (2)

rhat the Commissioner's Directive be amended to provide that time
ent in custody after conviction regardless of place of incar-

(.ration be taken into consideration in respect of time required
to be served before being eligible for temporary absence.

<commendation (3) "

That the a«.it.onatic loss of statute-y remission on conviction for
escape and related offences be abolished,

commendation (4)

"hat a special study of the use of.dissociation in Canadian pen-
entiaries be made to determine: a) whether it is useful as pun

ishment; b) whether it is the most efficent way of providing pro
tection to certain inmates; c) whether some or all dissociated in-
:.tes could be detained in other small structures which provide
equate security; but outside the main institution.

commendation (5)

hat the requisite number of persons be appointed whose only duty
would be to preside over disciplinary hearings to make findings of

It or innocence of inmates who have been charged with a flagrant
serious offence as defined in the Commissioner's Directives.

Decision on punishment might be left or shared with the institu-
nal authorities.

Recommendation (6)

t authority to forfeit inmate property of any kind be stipulated
statute and that statutory provisions be made for relief against

-orfeiture or, in the alternative, that the practice of forfeiture
be discontinued.

commendation (7)

it consideration be given to an amendment to the Commissioner's
ectiye to provide that time spent in custody before conviction
y be included in the calculation of the waiting period required

>efore privileges such as temporary abence are granted.
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cont'd

Recommendation (8)

That a specific individual, preferably with legal training, be
employed by the Canadian Penitentiary Service and be charged
with examining, adjusting and making recommendations for dis
position of inmate claims for injuries and loss of personal
property.

Recommendation (9)

That instructions be given to all institutions to report on all
injuries and all claims for loss of personal property to this
specific individual and that such reports be given within a
specific limited time.

Recommendation (1C)

That inmates be permitted to invest their funds and compulsory
savings in specified securities or savings accounts in their own
names.

********************

FAT CITY

Fate makes fools of men.
Lights and shadows,
Form a hard impenetrable backdrop.

Try to be;
Be a fighterr Why not?
Does one really choose?
Sometimes it seems more true, and makes,
More sense to say, "I'm gonna be,"
Than it does to say, "I am."
— But what the hell —

You GOTTA be.

Make the circle of your world a square one.
Pull the sky in on its sides with rope,
And take'm on, all of 'em, one at a time.

Soon the ring becomes so small,
To win or lose doesn't matter

After all e e • o

NORM SUMKA

********************
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SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

-1 What you are is your folk's fault. But if you stay that
way, it is your own fault.

" Why didn't somebody tell us what kind of game we were
playing or how to play it before they gave us life?

• If everyone was put on earth for some purpose, why is
it that no one knows what they're doing?

• One may find the faults of others in a few minutes while
it takes a lifetime to discover our own.

0 Is there a greater fault than being conscious of other
person's faults?

• Nothing gives you more in common with a person quicker
than finding out you dislike that person.

- If you were another person, would you like to be a friend
of yours?

• Do you ofte catch yourself looking at the past trying to
recapture lost joys rather than trying to find the joys
and happiness of the present?

• The tradgedy of life is what dies inside a man while he
lives.

-- There is an appointed time to be born and to die but the
time in between the two is of great importance.

BLAIR POPE
*********************

FREE VERSE

The radio plays its mou iful song;
And brings; tears to my eyes.
I remember the girl I .ciew, loved, and lost,
In my search for glory^

My life ore's so slow, so sloWc
I lose my personality in bits and pieces.
Why can't my memories let me be?
Must they destroy me?

My God and my greed take my life away,
But what else have I left of myself?
I cannot cure myself of my disease

• And the one who could has forsaken me.

My love, I beg of you,
Save me from myself.
You alone can give me the rebirth I need,
But was I just dreaming when I thought of you?

JOHN TOUPIN

-11-



CHRISTMAS GATHERING

On Saturday, December 21, 1974, a gathering
and relatives sat down together to enjoy a Christmas dinner,
and later co watch their children open presents from Santa.
This was the first time an activity of this type took place
within the institution and the evening, as a whole, turned
out to be a total success.

The dinner, served in the officer's mess, included a big
turkey with all the trimmings, shrimp sakad, and for desert,
ice cream with chocolate syrup, shortbread, and Xmas cake.
Boxes of chocolates were given to the ladies, packages of
cigars were given to the men, ani goodies bags containing
oranges, and assorted chocolate bars, candies and nuts were
given to the children.

After dinner everyone retired to the visiting room to
watch a half-hour of cartoons donated by CKBI. SANTA appear
ed with presents for the children and other presents were
exchanged as well. A note of appreciation should be given
here to Jimmy Carroll, who did an exceptionally ^ood job of
playing the part of SANTA. A professional photographer was
invited in to take family photos.

Mr. Antonuk and Mr. Slater stopped in for a minute to
extend their best wishes for the season, and Mr. Rimmer and
Mr. Powers attended as Liaison Officers. Security and Custody
are to be commended for showing an uncommon amount of discre
tion by not frisking inmates and visitors coming or leaving
other than using the metal detector up front and a quick
shakedown as the inmates were leaving.

Bill Johnson, former President of the Inmate Committee,
was approache i by numerous visitors to express their sincere
gratitude for making the whole thing possible. This program
was a complete success and it is likely these gatherings
will be continued in future years.

********************

LOST LOVE

No matter how hard I try,
To forget you,
You always,
Come back to my mind,
And when you hear me singing,
You may know,"
I am weeping for you.

J. mOMTGRAND

********************
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HOCKEY

Our hockey schedule finally got under way after a very
slow start due to the warm weather. This season we have
three A League teams and four B League teams. Each team
played two games before the regular schedule was started on
December 7. Because B rink wasn't completed, both leagues
played on A rink until B rink was ready on Dec. 14. Both
rinks have been well looked after, possibly because warm
weather and little snow makes this job much easier.

The equipment room, run by Severight, Anaquad and myself
has been quite successful with the exception of a few players
who don't reJ urn their equipment and just leave it lying on
the rinks or floor. However, it's a big improvement from
last season. Only cooperation from you hockey players will
make this a success and insure that we hav-5 enough equipment
to dress every player each game.

Neil Denholm, our journeyman skate sharpener, is kept
busy doing anywhere from 75 to 100 pairs of skates a week.
Anyone wishing to have their skates sharpened should leave
them by the gym office. Skates will be sharpened in the
mornings of week days only.

Our A League teams are all bunched quite close together
in the standings with only 5 points seperating the first
place team from the last place club. The league leading
Rookies have had five consecutive wins before suffering their
first defeat. Even though they have the smallest and probably
some of the youngest players in the league, they have showed
more than their team name suggests. Two reasons for their
top position can be attributed to Boucher and Alexson, the
league's two top scorer", Boucher, the smallest man in the
league, has scored at least two goals each game in eight of
his first ter games. The Rookies have slowed down this last
week because of a loss of a couple players. However, Kiyawasew
who was the leading point getter in B League was brought up by
Rookie manager Gabe Vrolfe and should be a big help to the
club.

The second pla 9 Eagles had a slow start but have started
to come up on top of the score sheet after 4 losses and 2 ties
before their first win. Now that they started coming up with
a few wins, Allan Stonechild, the Eagle manager, is quite con
fident they going to take over first place and take the
divisional trophy.

The last place Blazers, who only trail the Eagles by one
point, are definitely not to be over-looked. VJith two top de-
fencemen like Makokis and Northwest, along with the high scor
ing line of Anaquad, Dale Stonechild and Cheekinew, the Blazers
will be a first place threat at all times. They have the high
est scoring line in the league with 53 goals and 24 assists
for a total of 77 po:*ints in ten games.
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cont •d o o c c r

Terry Stonechild and Carl rfard, who just got drafted up from
B League, will be an asset" to Blasers manager Peter Makokis
in his team's struggle for first place.

The four B League teams are quite even in respect to the
final scores in the first third of the schedule. Out of these
first fifteen games there have been seven games with only a one
goal difference and four ties. The very aggressive Chargers 2
lead B League after seven games. Even though they have scored
less goals'than any other, team in the league, received over
half as many penalties-as.all the other three teams put togeth
er, the Chargers' are oniy'haunted by one defeat. Their win
ning ways can be attributed to their solid defence, back
checking forwards and the top goal tending they are receiving
from Jim Hume, Hume has an impressive 1,80 goals against aver
age since joining the Chargers and also has the only shut-oat
in the league. Danny ( ivot) Craib, the playing manager, feels
confident his team will be sipping victory champagne in the
spring.

The defending B League champs, the Selects are back this
season managed again by Earl Desjarlais and are trailing the
leaders by only one point. They have only one defeat btvt also
have three ties. Even though they have been plagued by A
League drafting some of their players, they still have a very
tough high scoring team-.

The Rammers are'three points back in third place but have
really suffered lately because of losing three of their top
olayers to A League. Their manager, Tallman, feels that after
his new players get used to each other, they will hit the win
ning circle again. Captain, George Thrasher, the speeding left
winger who leads B Leak" in scoring, needs a little more help
out there to come up wioh some victories.

The Cougars, with mostly kitchen staff, are in last place
but of their five defeats, four of them have been nnly by one
goal. Their manager, Jimmy Carroll, states that once the steaks
and ice cream wear off, they'll get those extra couple of goals
they need to win.

TOP 10 SCORERS -A.LEAGUE (Dec. 29/74)
- NAME GOALS ASST. PTS.

BOUCHER 22 11 . 33
ALEXSON 16 11 <•(
D. STONECHILD 18 9 27
CHEEKINEW 17 8 25
AKAN 17 7 24
LOUT I 13 10 . 23 •
ANAQUAD 16 7 23
LAVALLEE ? 12 21
LIKUKUR 6 7 13
MAKOKIS 5 7 12

**x*-x*K**tt cont'd
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TEAM STANDINGS A LEAGUE (Dec. 29/74)

TEAM WINS LOSSES
m"

IES PTS.

ROOKIES 6 3 1 13
EAGLES 3 4 3 9
BLAZERS 3 5 2 8

***#*##«*#

TOP B LEAGUE SCORERS (Dec. 28/74)

NAME GOALS ASSTS • PTS.

THRASHER 8 6 14

SINCLAIR 11 2 13
JOHNS 6 5 11

HENRY 7 2 9
ARNOTT 7 2 9
FERGUSSON 7 2 9
BIRD 4 5 9
STONECHILD 5 4 9
BRYDON 6 2 8
KOSKIE 3 5 8

CRAIB 4 4 8

#****x#*x*

TEAM STANDINGS B LEAGUE (Dec. 28/74)

TEAM WINS LOSSES
i

riES PTS.

CHARGERS 2 4 1 2 10

SELECTS 3 1 3 9
RAMMERS 2 3 2 6
COUGARS 1 5 1 3

•*-x#w*x####

OLD BUT TRICKY

On December 29, the old Timers defeated the Cougars in
an exhibition hockey game by a score of 3 "to 1. Although
the Cougars have much faster skaters, the old timers dazzled
the opposition with what is known as experience. Old pros
like Bill Hucaluk, Larry Leary, and Red Johnson showed the
young fellas what puck control and stick handling is really
like. The Cougars are after a rematch after their embarrass
ing defeat. But watch out Cougars, I hear the old men aren't
going to use plastic sticks this time.

CHESTER HUNCHAK

ed. note: Since the previous article was written, the Old
Timers locked antlers with the Cougars again and
needless to say, they had no trouble defeating
the Cougars by a score of 2 to 1.
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HOCKEY PREDICTION

by HARNEY PUCK

The month of January should show a few changes in A and
B Leagues in respect to team standings and the scoring race.
First, the three A League teams will stay close together
point-wise, but the Blazers should take over second place
and the Eagles should fall back into third place. There's
not much chance that either of theso teams will overtake the
first place Rookies. Boucher will probably lose first place
in the scoring race to Dale Stonechild. Boucher will stay
ahead of Cheekinew who will bake over third place. Anaquad
will move into fouroh place and Alexson will drop to fifth
place.

In B League, the Chargers should lengthen their lead by
a pretty comfortable, margin. The Selects will hold down
second place and the Rammers will lose third place to the
Cougars. We should see a new scoring leader with Arnott on
top, Thr sner dropping co second place, Koskie moving up to
third, Sinclair dropping to fourth and fifth place will be
up for grabs between'Johns., '"ryden, Craib, Henry, Dorrans
and Stonechild.

gurj.;':^;

Curling season is off to a late start this year with the
first rock being thro."! in an exhibition game between Skips
Delorme and Bingham en January 4, 1974. Experience turned
out to be the deciding factor in the game and as expected,
Bingham's team had little trouble defeating Delorme's team,
who were not at full strength as one of the members is pres
ently on vacation in the Penthouse.

TViwo rinks arc : Let .-". now and the leagues are expected
to get under way next wee! - The first rink is posing a dif
ficult problem as the cement under the hose room appears to
be keeping the end of th k from freezing. Perhaps with the
colder weather expected to come this month, this problem may
prove to be a little . r to contend with.

***** • ***********

HOCKEY SCHOOL

For all those interested in attending the hockey school,
the new class will be starting.on January 27. In order to
sign up for this class., you should have your work change sub
mitted to your superv. sor at your place of work no later than
Monday, January 20.. Ho one will be permitted to join after
the class starts so get your work changes in now before you
forget!!!!!!

********************
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LAST LETTER TO MY WIFE

My Dearest One,

Just these few lines from me to you
As I sit alone tonight;
Please read these words if you are
Lonely too;
For they are the last ones that I
Shall write,

As I '.ook ba ": over the cherished past
Of sweet days spent with you;
From the first to the very last,
My heart was always true.

Yes, I've always loved you darling,
With all my heart and soul,
I would have given my life, if you had
Asked me to; or every cent I hold.
As I look back over all these things,
Our heaven, our moon, and our prayer's
That we said for wedding rings,
Was answered with these cold prison bars.
Darling, perhaps your heart is, and tell true
If your dreams are still the same,
Then please forget as wise girls do,
Forget my worthless a:.e.

For I am from the theiving and roughish clan,
My life is living in vain;
And I'll always carry the convict's brand,
Of the hated EX to my name,

Don't tell yourself you'll wait for me,
Don't try to believe that lie,
For convicts like me are never free,
Till the merciful day they die.
May you find wealth and contentment,
With someone honest and true,
I hold no thoughts of resentment,
I just want the best for you.
May he dress you in riches splendid,
And succeed where I have failed,
Never tell yourself to remember,
This lonely one waiting in jail.

Yes, I love you darling, I love you true,
I love you yes indeed,
Your thoughts are mine — my thoughts are yours,
You are my every need.

But don't ever write, don't ever ansxver,
And please don't think of me,
I seal this letter with -3ars tonight,

Remaining Sincerely Yours.
XXXXXX

BUDDY SMITH
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'•lOR-KEL's SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

The plan is described as follows, The two provinces, Alberta
ana Saskatchewan, are divided into Zone Areas, with extentions to

^lude the Yukon and Northwest Territories, with provision for
scial geographical points located beyond these so described.

Jvcr each Zone Area is appointed a member of A.A, to act as a Nor-Kel
sponsor. The sponsor selects members in the Zone Area to serve as

:t-release counsellors and it is to these sympathetic persons that
eligible crim-alcos are referred, Prior to the crim-alco's release,
his prospective counsellor aquaints himself with his new charge

rough correspondence and visits whenever convenient. Nor-Kel
ldidates are allowed to make A,A. contact through the Secretary's

L'iice. Candidates must qualify themselves for sponsorship.
ly those members exemplifying to the fullest what A. A. has taught
»em ove r the months are selected for post-release assistance under

i-is plan. The term ::to the fullest" means to the maximum extent
it A.A: 7 ho practiced and applied within a prison atmosphere.

Practice and application of the program's philosophies is not
as convenient fc:~ dnside members as it is for those who enjoy out-
side meirbership. But even with this handicap; sincere members of
any penal grov are entirely hcneci: in their desire to grssp and
folio; the prog-. ... will achieve a surprisingly high level of ex
perience and unci: •;t« nding In fact, in many cases, inmate members

urnjng to society exemplify the A,A. image in greater measure
.n do their non-srim-alco fellows. Much is written today about

alcoholics with a criminal background and the question always arises
as to the best approach t wards their rehabilitation. Teaching a
im-alco a trade or some profitable occupation while in prison can
eve him greatly upon release provided he has a positive pattern of

Living, A trade alone is a waste of time and money. The desire
prove his lot originates with the crim-alco himself but much de-

nds on others if he is to develop and grow along positive lines.
rice he has accepted A.A. ar. I has be^n trained in a vocation suited
r his talents, he if ready to take his place in society with
•sonable assurance of making a success out of his life. But he

must have continued A,A. association, guidance, and counselling
following his release from prison or he will never know success

the free world.

The success of the Nor-Kel Recovery Plan depends on society
.3lf and, in particular, it relie : on the sympathetic understanding
recovered alcoholics who are willing to share a God-given sobriety

•with their more unforturate fellows. It is hoped that eventually
•he day will come when thore arc enough recovered crim-alcos, as the
isuit of this recovery plan., to enable them to perpetuate the great

vice that had its beginning with so many genuine friends living
he program beyond the walls of the Saskatchewan Penitentiary.

Al La::oque

********* 'y-*-**-:?***
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FACT? FICTION? FAIRY TALE???

What's this about Wrong Way directing traffic to the
washroom? A few people may have ended up watering the curl
ing- rink. It's a good thing his wife drives him to work.

You may have noticed C.B. wandering around looking kind
of funny. He's practicing for his part in a new movie
— I can't remember if he's supposed to be CHIP or DALE.

Is there any truth to the rumor that J.K. put in for
a transfer to the farm annex because he heard Primsose may
be there?

Contrary to popular belief, SMEC is not pronounced
SEEWEEK or SEEWEED!!!!

A rumor was circulating that our local protege slashed
up after the Inmate Concert but it looks as though we'll
have to put up with :-Season of the "Jitch again next year.

C.B. & C.B. were quoted as saying, "We'll be doing some
8#@$#! curling in 1975 for sure. If not this spring, then
for sure next fall-

C.H. has got some explaining to do seven witnesses
in the timekeeper's box and rnly one was keeping score.

I heard a little verse just the other day:

ODE TO PETER

PETER, PETER, THE MOUSE LEG EATER,
HAD A GIRL, AND BUZZARD HEADS HE'D FEED HER.
ONE DAY PETER STOLE A FAST TEN SPEEDER,
AND WENT TO TOWN TO GET SOI® BUZZARDS TO FEED HER.

ON THE WAY BACK, PETER GOT TRAPPED,
AND THAT'S HO'-'" HE ENDED UP WITH THE NAME:
PETER, PETER, THE FAST TEN SPEEDER.

P.S.: I'm not sure I got all the words right but I'm
sure you /.LI know what I'm talking about.

BEWARE! RACY RUMOURMONGER IS EVERYWHERE!!!!!!!!!!!!

RACY RUMOURMONGER

********************
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A DEALER'S CHOICE

The band, lousy and loud, gigs in a cellar. Chicks laugh
in druken stupor and ball the air with puffs of cigarette
smoke while masturbating bottle necks to fizz gin and the like.
It's two in the morning, a night still young and much the same
as other nights but time to split and do your thing before the
grave of dawn buries what it is urging you to go do it.

:'Leavin' already babe?:' "Yeah, but only for a while."
No need to worry over her act, it can be picked up on later,
she will always be around to be had. A drunken act like her's
will not be missed as much as the chick whose game you have
been playing on the sly. The one so foxy and boss it's worth
waiting and playing position to cop her for a new ol'lady.

Mmm, Mmm how clean the streets, not a soul in
sight of the milky .way streaking a deep purple sky, nor in
ear-shot of a dog's bark echoing off dark tenements where a
bottle rolls from the hands of a drunk cursing spilled wine.
Parked in the shadows of the "Red 3arn Cafe1, with dew cover
ing the hood and roof is a Porsche. You get in it and rev
it up to five thou in third down alleys, one-ways leading to
the TransCanada and away from all drunkeness.

Eighty, ninety, a hundred and twenty over pavement
seems like skimming a choppy lake in a speed boat, and sounds
as though a flag is whipping along side. A set by Isaac and
a toke of Gold make che looming mountains seem capped of ice
crystal so white you would lick every peak were they not as
high as you feel free.

One tunnel two tunnels three tunnels four,
have you wondering hew many men perspired blasting, shovel
ling and grading a road you're ripping off to go score
— mo-joe, the slave master — the devil in white disguise.

Down, and a long way to go before reaching Vancouver,
three hundred and eighty miles of bugs splatting the windshield,
stomac!. cramps., stj '£ joints, yawns and vomit. Each curve
seems sharper, longer and harder to turn with aching arms
than the one before. Rests come on open stretches of highway,
their tiring lengths cause your eyes to fall shut and open
when hearing gravel spit beneath the fenders of the passenger
side of the car. In a cold sweat you crank the wheel, the
Porsche fish-tails onto solid blacktop scaring hell out of
approaching traffic and beating a ditch out of becoming tomb
stone to a stone and .iother milk run.

Driving through the banana belt near Kamloops in mid-
July is as perspiring as stoking fire dressed in a sweat suit.
Drained of strength by noon, you pull into the shade of two

cont'd.
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poplars and bear the heat skin-dipping in Lake Shuswap.
Revived and temporarily refreshed you floor-board the 911
onwards. Reaching the Freeway, ninety miles of gunning past
all other cars snail pacing along at seventy and eighty, mis
sing the beauty flowering within the Fraser Valley, it could be
desert lying dormant for all you care, your aim is butcto
reach the end of a car congested road and do a number with a
connection not see if fields yield pretty colors.

"Which room would you prefer, nine with bath and view
of Mt. Seymor or room twelve without bath and facing Granville?
"I like being where the action is, give me room twelve."
-Will you be staying long?" "Yes, 'til tomorrow." "Second
floor to your right." ::Thank you very much."

With the window opened, the street hustle and bustle
filters inside, an envelope full of bread stuffed under the
radiator, you split to use a public phone rather than chance
having a nosy switchboard operator listen in on the house
phone.

"Is Boyd in?;i "Where have you been, haven't you heard?
The man ambushed and killed him while he was sitting in his
truck reading a paper. Don't phone again unless you want
to pick up the heat that he had." Click. Too heavy a_number
for a mid-west adventure seeking small time operator like
yourself who found it stimulating playing cat and mouse with
the narcs back home. It seems too life consuming a game
when ending up dead'and buried 'neath shotgun pellets and
slugs from 38's. Death would be a state to choose for one
who thought there is no difference between it and life.
Knowing the great distance between the two poles, you approach
a man in need of a pair of new shoes and seemingly hungry
for the display of food in the Delicatessen.

"Say, wanta make a fast ten bucks?" "Sure, but whatcha
want me to do for it?11 "Just rent me a room in that hotel
over there. A room with a view of Mt. Seymor.

;Hello, is this Butch?" "Yeah." "Have you seen Beaver
around?" ;No, nobody has since the mob enticed him out oi a_
poker game. He's expected to pop up in a sewer at any time.
"Jesus Christ! Don't anyone stay in action long enough to be
scored from more than once?" "Some guys do (sniff). I know
a dude (sniff) lives up on Broadway, claim to have really
good stuff (sniff)." "I don't think I'll jumpm on a^y, life
is short enough as it is, don't want a dope trip to epd/^
Prematurely like it did Beaver's and Boyd's,." ''Truck drivers
and plumbers get killed too you know! A guy's time_is up
when it's up whether digging a ditch or lying down m it
(sniff)'. Look, I want you to have a meet with my man and
decide what you will do then. Where will you be in an hour.

cont'd....o
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"At the Bel', room nine." "'See you later." He hangs up
sniffing a running nose, a sign of being wired to the nuts
and in -dire need of a fix =

A hot bath, shave and change of clothes help one relax
and devour an order of Chinese food and to nurse a miniture
loaf of marzipan as a cool, sweet scented breeze blows in
through an open window facing the gradual pine treed slope
of majestic Mt. Seymor. Entranced and totally absorbed in
the mass of rock, a faint knock on the door heralds you to
answer it.

,:Who is it?" "Butch." As expected. You let him in
to introduce the dude in action on Broadway.

"Butch vouched for you, says you're cool to deal with.
I got sixty per stuff, capped and white with a regular tag
on a horse. Mow many do you vjant?" Not so fast, you think
to yourself, here is a guy talking big bus' without a diamond
on his fingers nor a gold watch on his arm, but a cheap American
made Electra. Claims to work a gold mine yet clay cakes
his shoes. Suspecting a rip-off in the wind, you throw him
a curve. I want ten horses.1' .'hew. That's eighteen thou,

"No, but Ia lot of cash. You got that much ready bread?"
want the lot for what I do h-;ve." "How much is that?".
"Twelve thou." "Alright, you got a deal, meet me on twelfth
and the Way in half an hour." You throw another curve to
see if he will strike out on it as well, "I'd rather we deal
right here on home turf where 1 have these walls for wagons
and the hotel for a train.n "Hive it your way, will be back
by four at the latest."

"Broadway's" action can't be so good that he can afford
to give up six thousand dollars without a fight and besides,
what king would go out of his domain and cater to the pea
sants. Positive of a rip-off, you decide to miss watching
dusk fall in with Mt. Seymor's shadow and ring room twelve.
Placing the receiver on the ledge and not in the cradle, you
leave the room, lock the door behind you, and answer the
phone ringing in room twelve down the hall. You patiently
sit and listen for whatever may transpire in the other room.
Many people pass by on the street below the dark and safe
vantage point before you hear muffled voices on the phone..

"Look under the mattress while I go through the drawers,
he can't be packin all of that bread, must've stashed it some
where in his room." Heeling pads of those on the wrong side
of the law is an activity 'Broadway' appears to prefer over
dealing in illicit drugs. Knowing jost lawbreakers do not
call the law for help, he faces no risk of arrest, at the
worst he may receive a beating if caught. Fearing that the

cont'd
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room, for which you are responsible, will be torn apart, you
holler into the phone,o o o o

•Hey — Butch." "What was that? : "I don't know
sounded as if someone's on the phone." Butch, pick up the
ohone." "Hello?" "Got hungry waiting for you, grabbed a
bite to eat. I'm down in the lobby, a bunch of narcs are
down here and got the key for my room, must be out to
click bust me.:' He hung up.

They are lucky room nine is on the second floor and not
on the tenth. They would have had to think twice before
jumping out of a window higher up to avoid a bust for pos
session of burglar tools and a gun they left behind.

Awake, hearing the whine of busses, you dress and check
out joining a throng of people streaming down the street to
where the car is parked. The gas tank filled, oil checked,
and windshield cleaned, you wheel the Porsche into heavy
noon day traffic and accelerate to where a foxy chick lays
waiting. What a rush.

******************** WALLY MARX

ODE TO LAURA

It was ours

We knew it
You and I

We were young
And beautiful
You and I

We could love

We could laugh
We could cry

We had no right
We had no wings
We couldn't fly

But always
We wondered why
You and I.

M.F.

****************
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BEGINNING IS HALF DONE

Here I sit in a six by ten,
Surrounded by five hundred like me.
For our days are short, and our nights are long,
When we stand, we stand apart, and some are far

between.

There are those of us that care and those that
won't$

The strong are weak, the healthy are sick, the
sick are strong.

The feelings we once carried, we carry no more.
But what of our minds? 'defeat' or another chance.
There are those of us that can smile, "We cry no

more.

For we have a way.
But what of the ones that don't!"
In some ways, our five hundred feelings are the

same.

But those that aren't,
Our bodies grow old, "Our minds alert."
Some walk fast and some walk slow.
Eager we stand and ready to depart.
One door closes, another door opens,
A way in a six by ten,
Is a loneliness that doesn't work.
Our five hundred ... beginnings are half done,

i

C.S. MACDONALD

********************
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WORDGRAM ANSWERS

INDISTINGUISHABLE
N U 0 0

N S ABOMB B

0 TERROR E LIGHT
NAPKIN UNDIGNIFIED I

U TEN L A A G
N E U TYPE MASTER A
DAT E TI T
E S INSIDE M MIGHT
RIO E 0 0
SOLON SELFC0NSCI0USNES3
T Y H E 0 I T K T
A GOODMORNING G
N W M I GOSSAMER
DOOR DP.aIN E 0 I E
ABO T

B T WHICH
L A GONE IN

EI A A

NO D
N SAW

H E A 0

EROS TORE E T U RODE
L M INK U T INNER R I
L E N PUMA 0 A E 0 Z

ORGY WAS P P NOTCH G E

A 0 T EARL I A A
COPPER E ORDAIN
D NT

RUNIN V

L E

A YESTERDAY

T M AE

NUTATION

I E

ELBOW

N AXE

M NONIMITATIVE

WANTED: ONE GOOD LOOKING
TOuWHOUSECLEANER TO CONE
IN ONCE A WEEK TO WASH FLOOR
AND WALLS AND EVERY MORNING
TO MAKE BED AND PUT AWAY
SKIN MAGAZINES. GOOD PAY.

APPLY: B-3-24

WANTED: ONE NEW OR USED ART-
IFICIAL ICE MACHINE. MUST BE
IN WORKABLE CONDITION. WILL
PAY ANY PRICE.

APPLY: C, BINGHAM E-3-20

WANTED; D.W. ACON FOR REFUS
ING A DIRECT ORDER, CREATING
A DISTURBANCE, BEING IN A
CONDITION OTHER THAN NORMAL,
aND ESCAPING LAWFUL CUSTODY
UTILE IN TRANSIT BETWEEN THE
PENTHOUSE AND THE COURTROOM.
A PAROLE AND A $500 REWARD
WILL BE GIVEN TO ANY INMATE
CONTRIBUTING ANY INFORMATION
LEADING TO THE WHEREABOUTS,
ARREST OR CONVICTION OF THIS
NOTORIOUS CRIMINAL

FREE VERSE

N'er a day does the sun go by
When a child doesn't laugh
When a woman doesn't cry

Yet the miles of years of raff
Will n'er run dry the stream of tears
Nor quelch the laughter in my ears.

M.F.

********************
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